
Outrageous Disaster Must Be Turned to Great Chance. 20200126

The Australian fire is unprecedented scale.Now we must turn the damage to something

leaping tools.Once again we review climate politics and reveal the dark aspects more clear

toward global CLIMATE RIOT,only which could save us.Time left is not so long.

[１]:Everyone Must Face Awful Signs to Come Before Long.
Millions of animals are dying from the Australian fires, and the
environment will suffer for years to come,2020/01/09
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/01/07/australia/australia-fire-wildlife-deaths-intl-hnk-scli/index.html

Australia: a glimpse of the collapse at the end of the world,2020/01/17
https://mrmondialisation.org/australie-un-petit-apercu-de-leffondrement-au-bout-du-monde/

Global Transport of Australian Bushfire Smoke
https://climate.nasa.gov/climate_resources/202/global-transport-of-australian-bushfire-smoke/?u

tm_source=TWITTER&utm_medium=NASA&utm_campaign=NASASocial&linkId=81131960

[２]: Awful Decadent Cruelty and Stupidity now Playing On.
TRUMP IMPEACHMENT NEWS
https://www.aljazeera.com/topics/events/190926061142695.html

ROYAL SCANDAL
https://www.insider.com/prince-harry-meghan-markle-relationship-with-royal-family-2019-12
China Coronavirus Outbreak:
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/01/china-coronavirus-outbreak-latest-updates-200123133559818.html

Infectious diseases are also used as weapons

https://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/diary/202001220000/
Tragedy of South America Has Been Being Caused by NAZIS America
https://www.greanvillepost.com/2020/01/17/in-venezuela-reactionary-guaido-humiliated-by-assembly-defeat/

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-brazil-violence-police-specialreport/special-report-a-surge-in-killings-by-

police-roils-bolsonaros-brazil-idUSKBN1WO1EH

Tragedy of Middle East Has Been Being Caused by NAZIS America
https://www.globalresearch.ca/9-11-and-america-s-war-on-terrorism/24975
Hypocrisy of Decadent Scientists in USA.
https://www.ucsusa.org/
They has been accusing the government,while they has been hiding top science.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-not-politician_but-doctor_scientists_only-who-can-declare-patient_climate-worsened_to-urgently-go-hospital.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf


[３]: Almost All the Evils Has Been Due to NAZIS USA.
“If the world is upside down the way it is now,would’nt we have to turn it
over to get it to stand up straight ?.....-Eduarod Galeano
http://upsidedownworld.org/

⑴DESPAIR:NAZIS USA the Grim Reaper ?!
⒜Skull and Bonds the Fundamental Philosophy.
Nation and people are those who should be exploited by nobility the supremacy.

Perpetual struggle toward global hegemony winning by setting an enemy.

⒝Many had already known following fact,because author was taught by them and

confirmed by own experience in USA ruling Japan.Everyone must recognize the substantial

USA is NAZIS Reincarnated Nation.They deny God(justice,truth,and philanthropy),but

worship Satan(fake and hate Engineering=VIOLENCE).Thereby USA is outstanding military

fascism nation with CIA,and frequent gun violence will not be ceased.Note crooked climate

policy was caused by Oil merchant Rockefeller the American Empire.Thus historical US

government hated CO2 reduction.Recent years global wildfire spreading began in California.

Brazil and Russia followed.At this time,Australia is the unprecedented scale. These fact

would terribly damage peoples mind and might cause despair of climate recovering toward

destroy global climate movements<a suspicion of climate terrorism?!!>. Above all,the

Australia gigantic fire make us associate with global fire storm by Arctic Methane

Catastrophe(the final stage of climate hell world).The scientists has been being silent on this

most emergent task to overcome !!.Now Arctic ice area has been decreasing on by

irreversible feedback(the Arctic Desperate).Less ice cover causes more sun heat input into

ocean,which warm ocean to decrease more ice.Then only engineering can stop it.

http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

See more details about NAZIS USA in APPENDIX-2.

⒞Many nation politician frequently say “until 2050,we will accomplish 0 emission !!

For 40 years long,they discussed climate crisis,while climate has entirely been worsening on

The deadly climate fact is that once in a secret closed room,climate Dr scientist had

miss-diagnosed to politician No Salvation Possibility due to the Arctic Desperate.This was

welcomed the EVIL RULER(NAZIS USA with Bilderberg Group=Nobility & Wealthiest).

Why they can say 2050 ?,the catastrophic end time is estimated about 2040<APPENDIX-1>

http://777true.net/People-can-Call-for-Climate-Scientists-Fact-Diagnosis-toward-Actual-Salvation.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Methane-Extinction-is-Revealed-to-be-Operation-EndGame.pdf

http://777true.net/Coming-Climate-Hell-Caused-by-Defeat-in-Class-Struggle.pdf

Thereby it is in vain to ask climate to such politician who had been terribly deceived.

http://upsidedownworld.org/
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
http://777true.net/People-can-Call-for-Climate-Scientists-Fact-Diagnosis-toward-Actual-Salvation.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Methane-Extinction-is-Revealed-to-be-Operation-EndGame.pdf
http://777true.net/Coming-Climate-Hell-Caused-by-Defeat-in-Class-Struggle.pdf


⑵HOPE:Urgent Establishing Global Climate Wartime Regime !!.
Behind Face of “Crisis” is Written “Chance.”!!..........a proverb

The essential difficulty of climate is that effective countermeasure needs Urgent
Establishing Global Climate Wartime Regime with Strong Strategy(A&B).
A:Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk the most emergent Risk at now World.
This is sudden and irreversible warming toward fire ball earth and AMEG(UK) proposed

the Risk evading technology by Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering.
http://www.ameg.me/

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/
http://777true.net/Upward-Floating-Mechanism-of-Clouds-Forming-Aerosol-&-CLOUDs-MAKING-MACHINE.pdf

http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

B:Allowing 2 is fatal.→Below 1.5 is possible by rapid 80％CO2 cut by 2020
Time for Plan B Cutting Carbon Emissions 80％ by 2020.
https://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf

Lester R. Brown, Janet Larsen, Jonathan G. Dorn, and Frances C. Moore

http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

*)Manual of wartime regime transition must be kept in any nation military.

In any past wars,only mankind extinction never happened,while climate is entirely not !!

Thereby,it is sufficiently natural to establish the regime,but for which the status quo hate.

It’s evident this supreme decision needs strong, rigid and exact motive force in everyone

Then what,when,where,who,how can make the force ?!!.

❶Exact Climate Diagnosis without any Hesitation by the SCIENTISTs
Fundamentally,an engineer will manage and overcome any difficulty.

In engineering view,author is optimistic for the GLOBAL genius ability.

That is,we can win Climate WAR by technology !!.

http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf

http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf

http://777true.net/Upward-Floating-Mechanism-of-Clouds-Forming-Aerosol-&-CLOUDs-MAKING-MACHINE.pdf

http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

... However,.....

http://www.ameg.me/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/
http://777true.net/Upward-Floating-Mechanism-of-Clouds-Forming-Aerosol-&-CLOUDs-MAKING-MACHINE.pdf
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf
http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
http://777true.net/Upward-Floating-Mechanism-of-Clouds-Forming-Aerosol-&-CLOUDs-MAKING-MACHINE.pdf
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf


❷Climate Riots by Australian actually faced shocking glimpse of fire ball earth
toward AWAKENNING global people now indulging BUSINESS AS USUAL.

⑴Difficulty of getting overwhelming consensus due to incomplete climate knowledge
Fundamentally,most of people seem conservative so long as keeping business as usual.

Above all,they worry about livelihood saving in regime change.This is entirely right !!!.

In political view,author is rather pessimistic for GLOBAL people’s political ability.Note many

people consider it very rare event in very far away nation,which will never happen in own

region.That is,not only the stubborn conservative ruler,but also massive people hate and will

not recognize the inconvenient. Thus they become entirely wrong and their future is

nothing,but global extinction in fireball earth due to lack of recognition on climate hell.

⑵Then,a possible measure is exact and strong eduction for global all.
Producing education video and global distribution is recommended by UN support or

a nation who strongly wish to promote.Then also author may have possibility of

supporting.Please call author.



⑶The Lecture Summary.
＊This is large scale technology beyond author’s ability.

 :Climate Mechanism and the Worsened Climate Reality.
①In the beginning was Heat Trapping Gas=CO2.

②Earth Heat Budget Equation<Income－Outgo＝Debt>

③Heat exhausting process to space cause wild climate<tyhoon-flood,heat & cold wave>

④the Worsened Climate Reality

 :Climate Engineering and New Energy=How to win the WAR!!.
①Earth Heat Budget Equation<Income－Outgo＝Debt>

②Income→cloud making machine drastically reduces sun heat input.

③Outgo→CO2 reduction by New Energy,marine,forest,desert engineering(absorption).

④New Energy=wind turbine,solar panel,H2gas generating for engine,home,

 :Wartime Regime with People’s Livelihood Assurance.
①Wartime Regime=urgent and big global operation{A&B}as military deployment.
②Industry rearrangement(employment)toward Wartime Regime<Economics Calculation>.

③Strategy to save Nation People’s Livelihood.

④Health and Culture Policy

REFERENCE;
Author has no ability to directly access information sources,but get most of those from

publishing and mainly internet.Exception is theoretical and logical calculable matters in

physics and climate,economy dynamics.Author thank many who educated him.

Global climate management by General Head Quarter was once proposed by Australian

and French climate scientists. Note [３]⑴⒞ is a logical inference from circumstantial

evidences<now Arctic state and hearings from scientists in web>,but not being direct

sources.



APPENDIX-1：Hitler's almost true Prediction.
⒜Hitler's Astonishing Prediction-Coming 2039 the Scene<2043 by Jucelino 
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#05

●Following are prediction told by Hitler[After 1999,Syodensha Pub Co ,Japan].

…”separation of the extreme would be more advanced.After 1989,mankind separation would

have advanced more and more as very minor new type of ruler and as new type of massive

ruled.One operate everything,while the others are ruled all with unconscious.It is not only

mankind,but also globe with universe would go into big change.After 1989,mankind would go

access toward unprecedented big Catastrophe.Once in my young age,I wrote it that mankind

would be revenged someday by big nature in “Mein Kampf”.It is era after 1989.Mankind had

become boast to do harm against nature,which would turn to cause big disaster as the revenge

against mankind. And finally it would lead mankind toward supreme unimaginable state .It is

after 150years from my birth.The coming supreme event can be seen clearly by my-self

inspiration,even though, it is unbelievable......In the end of 20th century,it would be substantially

ruled by NAZISM even though its superficial seemed ruled by democracy or socialism.

Coming world would be separated to who rule and massive who are ruled,as is my hope,and

both nation of democracy and socialism would go competition and killing with each others by

employing weapons developed in NAZIS. It is also convulsion era of nature.Mankind would be

terribly revenged by nature.Also climate would be separated into two of sever heat wave and

sever cold one,fire and ice,big floods and big droughts.Those would alternately attack ground.

....................................................................................................................................................

*)1989,J.Hansen testimonied CO2 global warming in US congress ,Falling of Bering Wall.

⒝Eternal non adult group in Hitler's marvelous Predictions
Following is authors translation from Japanese.

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04

What feature will future society reveal !,Comrade gentlemen.Let's tell you.At first elite
aristocracy would appear by survival struggles.Then also appear "eternal non adult
group ",that is,new middle class,ignorant public,and new slaves who serve.

They are mankind who can not be adult till their death.Such event never happen in normal

severe society.Therefore there would be abnormal society who bring up child by easy ways.

And top on all of them,new Aristocracy would have been established .Some special leading

person would be.Thus,by hegemony struggling,new regime would be established in inner

and outer side of nation.Also east region become giant experimental one,..........and then

new European social order would be implemented(Words told to Rauschning by Hitler) .

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#05
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04


APPENDIX-2：AMERICA the Reincarnated NAZIS Nation?!!.
American white supremacist empire once conspired to establish NAZIS for purpose to

exterminate enemy Jew the historically revolutional race against nobility ruling.Certainly

Nazis Germany had been once defeated,but the software was imported to USA and grown

up to establish invisible but stronger USA the NAZIS reincarnated Nation.

Wall Street and the Rise of Hitler By Antony C. Sutton
http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html

Operation Paperclip
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/ww2/OperationPaperclip.html

Operation Paperclip (originally Operation Overcast) was the Office of Strategic Services

(OSS) program in which over 1,500 German scientists,technicians, and engineers from Nazi

Germany and other foreign countries were brought to the ...

Military-Industrial Complex Speech, Dwight D. Eisenhower, 1961
https://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/eisenhower001.asp

We face a hostile ideology -- global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and

insidious in method.

25 Signs That America Is Rapidly Becoming More Like Nazi Germany
By Michael Snyder, on February 15th, 2012

http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/20-signs-that-the-nazification-of-america-is-almost-complete

Contemporary America is Identical to Nazi Germany in All Essentials.
http://www.hermes-press.com/germany1930.htm

How Bush's grandfather helped Hitler's rise to power
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2004/sep/25/usa.secondworldwar

The Horrifying American Roots of Nazi Eugenics. 8/2003

http://historynewsnetwork.org/article/1796

APPENDIX-3：NAZIS AMERICA the End of Babylon ?!!.
Substantially now America is on going toward suicide nation with forcing to accompany

with all nation people.They consider it irreversible deadly mistake to employ the gigantic oil

civilization causing climate catastrophe.They silently,but decisively consider own

unprecedented and outrageous sinful in exploiting and causing many suffers against other

nation people to get the economic prosperity in the decadent commercialized pleasure

culture.Even as though,they will not repent due to the silly,but higher pride.

http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/ww2/OperationPaperclip.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/20-signs-that-the-nazification-of-america-is-almost-complete
http://www.hermes-press.com/germany1930.htm
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2004/sep/25/usa.secondworldwar
http://historynewsnetwork.org/article/1796


Nympho Babylon by Jeremiah;;The American Christian Church is the End of Babylon
http://tunobue.chips.jp/babylon.htm

Now Decadent America is the End of Decadent Babylon in the Bible Revelation

Prophecy on Destruction of American Empire by Hopi the race and St. Hildegard
http://on-linetrpgsite.sakura.ne.jp/column/post_128.html

Revelation 17 Babylon, the Prostitute on the Beast;;18 Lament Over Fallen Babylon
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+17-18&version=NIV

17 In one hour such great wealth has been brought to ruin!’

21 Then a mighty angel picked up a boulder the size of a large millstone and threw it into the

sea, and said:

[Warning] “A huge meteorite collides with the earth during our lifetime” NASA
executives affirm! On April 13, 2029, the asteroid "Apophys" crashed!
https://www.excite.co.jp/news/article/Tocana_2019_05_post_94802_entry/

https://weather.com/news/news/2019-04-30-nasa-administrator-asteroids-will-hit-earth

Large Asteroid Will Zip by Earth Closer Than Some Satellites in 2029, NASA Says

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUdiAqN6B80

The book of Daniel and the Apocalypse tells us that the world empire, called the “beast”, will

appear on the last day with all the words.

Under the power, pressure and force of the world empire, he tells Christians all over the

world that anti-Christ worship will be compelled and that a three and a half year tribulation

will come.

http://tunobue.chips.jp/babylon.htm
http://on-linetrpgsite.sakura.ne.jp/column/post_128.html
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